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Welcome!

Invoice en Route creates PDF offers and invoices on your smartphone or tablet. You can send
the PDF directly to the customer. At a glance you can see the status and latest monthly and
annual totals, as well as VAT payable to the tax office.

Your privacy is respected. At no time will your data or the data of your customers leave the device
unchecked:

PDFs are created on your mobile device, not on servers in the cloud.
You can create password encrypted backups of the database on Google Drive.
Invoice en Route does not call home.

Demo data

In demo mode you can try out several examples, to get accustomed to Invoice en Route. You can
switch off demo mode here (in help) or in the settings:

You can get context help by touching menu / help. For further information see
www.invoiceenroute.com

Company Logo

In demo mode the Invoice en Route logo is placed on the top right of created PDFs. You can
delete or change it in the settings.

The logo can be inserted at the top left, center or right. Using the position offset configuration you
can move it anywhere on the page.

Font

In the settings you can select the font to use in created PDFs. You can also install your own
TrueType fonts (TTF) or OpenType fonts (OTF) into Invoice en Route and select one from them.
Download a TTF or OTF font in a browser app, extract it from a ZIP file if necessary, then tap the
file name (* .ttf or * .otf). If an app-selection dialog appears, select Invoice en Route. The app asks
if it should import the font. If you answer Yes, the font is stored and made available for Invoice en
Route. Its name appears in the selection list in the font settings.

Overviews

If no offer or invoice is selected, you will see overviews of your quotes and invoices on the right
half of wide screens (tablets or landscape view of large phones). On narrow screens you can

http://www.invoiceenroute.com


select the menu items Quotation overview or Invoice overview.

Quotation Overview

You can see the number and sums of unanswered and overdue quotations.

Invoice Overview

You can view

the total outstanding amount and the number of open invoices,
the total overdue amount and the number of overdue invoices,
the invoiced sums, turnover taxes and totals of the current and last month and the current
and last year,
and the paid sums, turnover taxes and totals of the current and last month and the current
and past year.

An invoice will be seen as open when its status is sent (waiting), examining, partially paid,
please write, please call, overdue or reminded.

The invoiced sums include all the bills, if their status is not deleted or new.

Multi-page documents

Quotes and invoices running over several pages are possible. Texts and quotation/invoice items
are automatically wrapped. At the end of a page a subtotal is printed, and on the following page,
this sum as amount carried over. Letterhead, logo and footer are displayed on every page.

Above the continuation pages a continuation text specified in the settings is printed, e.g. to print
page number and invoice number on each page.

You can use the following variables: $PAGE, $PREVIOUS_PAGE, $NEXT_PAGE,
$TOTAL_PAGES. See the section Variables

Search

You can search for quotations, invoices, customers and articles. Tap the  magnifier and enter
a few characters. The selection list will contain only those quotations, invoices, customers or
articles where this string is found. Following attributes are searched:

Article

Article ID (id)
Name (name)

file:///home/robert/StudioProjects/InvoiceEnRoute/app/src/main/assets/invoice_de.html#variables


Customer

Customer ID (id)
Company (company)
Name (name)
First name (firstname)
Zip (zip)
PLZ2 (plz2)
City (City)
Country (country)
Telephone (phone)
E-Mail (email)

Quotation and Invoice

Quotation or invoice ID (id)
Status (status)
Quotation or invoice text (text)
Quotation or invoice date (date)
Due date (due)
Customer ID (cid)
Customer Company (company)
Customer name (cname)

Restrict the search to an attribute

If you want to search only a specific attribute, prefix it (see above in parentheses). Examples:

id:2015
all quotations, invoices, customers and articles, whose ID contains 2015

company:Huber GmbH
All customers, quotes or invoices whose company name is Huber GmbH

phone:089
all customers whose phone number contains 089

Date search

You can search for the exact date or for a date range. Use the normal local date format. You can
search like this, too:

date:>=02.27.2015<=31.03.2015
finds all quotations or invoices whose quotation / invoice date is between 02.27.2015 and
31.03.2015 (inclusive).

due:>05/17/2015



finds all quotations or invoices whose due date is later than 05.17.2015.
date:05/06/2015 or date:=05.06.2015

finds all quotations or invoices whose quotation / invoice date is 05/06/2015.

At the end of the list you are shown the number of findings, the attribute found, and with quotes
and invoices, the net, VAT and gross sums.

More help texts

What's new
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Article

Enter the articles and services you want to put as items onto quotations or invoices.

When creating articles, also gross prices can be entered, which are converted into net prices.
Internally net prices are used.

You can change unit, price and sales tax rate in the quote or invoice if necessary.

The article ID appears optionally (see Settings / texts) on quotations or invoices.

The description will not appear on a quotation or invoice.



Customer

Enter the customer data.

Customers can be synchronized with existing contacts. Address details, organization, phone, fax
and e-mail are transferred to the customer data and updated when opening a customer.
Individual fields can be excluded from synchronization, if necessary. Contact data do not leave
the device.

In the quotation and invoice texts, you can use variables to insert customer data automatically.
So you only need to write standard texts once, which can be used in all offers and invoices.

These variables are available for customer data:

$FIRSTNAME
is the customer's first name.

$LASTNAME
surname of the customer

$NAME
full name

$COMPANY
company

$ADDITIONS
address additions

$TITLE
title

$SALUTATION
salutation

$CUSTOMER_ID
customer ID

$CITY
city

$POSTCODE
postcode (prefixed to city)

$POSTCODE2
postcode (postfixed to city)

$PHONE
phone

$FAX
fax

$STREET
street

$address



postcode city or city postcode



Invoice

To write a new invoice, tap the plus sign  at the top. Select a customer, check the invoice
number or enter new one and select the invoice date. You can change or accept the texts before
and after the invoice items. Change the predefined texts in the settings.

To add invoice items, tap the plus sign and select the desired items. If necessary, change
quantity, unit, price or sales tax rate.

Choose supply and due date.

To view the invoice PDF, tap the icon . A PDF viewer is integrated into Invoice en Route for
Android versions from 5 (Lollipop). If you have an older Android version, please install an
external viewer such as Adobe PDF viewer.

To print or mail the invoice PDF, tap the icon  and select a print app or e-mail app. You can
change or accept the e-mail text. The default text can be changed in the settings. The invoice
PDF is attached to the e-mail.

After viewing or sending you will be asked whether you have sent the invoice to the customer. If
you accept, the status of the invoice is set to sent (waiting) and the invoice may no longer be
changed. If you still like to make changes, please set the status to new or changes required.

If the due date is exceeded, the status is automatically set to overdue.

If the invoice has been paid, please set the status to paid and enter payment date and the paid
amount.

The other statuses can be used to note particularities:

changes required
Allows you to mark an invoice, for example if the customer does not agree with the invoice
and wants a change. This status makes the invoice again be modifiable.

please call
If the customer has not yet paid, you could ask again by phone. By tapping on the phone

icon  in the bill, the phone calls the customer's number (if available).
please write

Or you could write an e-mail. By tapping on the envelope icon  an email app is started.
is checked

Customer checks yet.
abandoned

Customer will not pay the bill.



deleted
Mark the invoice as not available but not remove it entirely. Ignored when accumulating.

paid (with discount)
Customer pays less than the invoice amount. Is counted as paid.

partially paid
Customer pays less than the invoice amount. Is interpreted as not yet paid.

reminded
Customer has received a reminder.

Variables

In the quotation and invoice texts, you can use variables to insert data automatically. So you only
need to write standard texts once, which can be used in all offers and invoices.

These variables are available for quote and invoice data:

$INVOICE_ID
inserts the invoice ID.

$INVOICE_DATE
inserts the invoice date.

$DUE_DATE
inserts the due date.

$SUPPLY_DATE
inserts the supply date.

$SUPPLY_DATE_DAY
inserts the day of the supply date.

$SUPPLY_DATE_MONTH
inserts the full month name of the supply date.

$SUPPLY_DATE_YEAR
inserts the year of the supply date.

$PAGE
inserts current page number. Use e.g. in settings / texts / continuation text

$PREVIOUS_PAGE
inserts previous page number. Use e.g. in settings / texts / amount carried over

$NEXT_PAGE
inserts following page number.

$TOTAL_PAGES
inserts total page number. Use e.g. in settings / texts / continuation text

In the column headings price and total for the invoice items, the variables
$CURRENCY_SYMBOL and $CURRENCY_CODE are replaced. For example, if country USA
is set in the system settings, $CURRENCY_SYMBOL is replaced with the $ symbol, and
$CURRENCY_CODE is replaced with USD. Defaults are Price in $CURRENCY_SYMBOL or Total



in $CURRENCY_SYMBOL. You can change this in the settings.

Variables $CURRENCY_SYMBOL and $CURRENCY_CODE can also be used in the row
headings Total Net, VAT and Total Gross.

If setting Separate taxes is checked, the variable $TAX in the row heading of VAT (different taxes
separated) is replaced by the respective tax rate sums.



Quotation

To write a new quotation, tap the plus sign  at the top. Select a customer, check the quotation
number or enter new one and select the quotation date. You can change or accept the texts
before and after the quotation items. Change the predefined texts in the settings.

To add quotation items, tap the plus sign and select the desired items. If necessary, change
quantity, unit, price or sales tax rate.

Choose delivery and due date.

To view the quotation PDF, tap the icon . A PDF viewer is integrated into Invoice en Route
for Android versions from 5 (Lollipop). If you have an older Android version, please install an
external viewer such as Adobe PDF viewer.

To print or mail the quotation PDF, tap the icon  and select a print app or e-mail app. You
can change or accept the e-mail text. The default text can be changed in the settings. The
quotation PDF is attached to the e-mail.

After viewing or sending you will be asked whether you have sent the quotation to the customer.
If you accept, the status of the quotation is set to sent (waiting) and the quotation may no longer
be changed. If you still like to make changes, please set the status to new or changes required.

If the due date is exceeded, the status is automatically set to overdue.

If the quotation has been accepted, please set the status to accepted. If it was refused, set the
status to refused.

The other statuses can be used to note particularities:

changes required
Allows you to mark an quotation, for example if the customer wants a change. This status
makes the quotation again be modifiable.

please call
If the customer has not yet answered, you could ask again by phone. By tapping on the

phone icon  in the bill, the machine selects its number (if available).
please write

Or you could write an e-mail. By tapping on the envelope icon  an email app is started.
is checked

Customer checks yet.
abandoned

Customer does not answer.



Variables

In the quotation and invoice texts, you can use variables to insert data automatically. So you only
need to write standard texts once, which can be used in all offers and invoices.

These variables are available for quote and invoice data:

$INVOICE_ID
inserts the invoice ID.

$INVOICE_DATE
inserts the invoice date.

$DUE_DATE
inserts the due date.

$SUPPLY_DATE
inserts the supply date.

$SUPPLY_DATE_DAY
inserts the day of the supply date.

$SUPPLY_DATE_MONTH
inserts the full month name of the supply date.

$SUPPLY_DATE_YEAR
inserts the year of the supply date.

In the column headings price and total for the quote items, the variables
$CURRENCY_SYMBOL and $CURRENCY_CODE are replaced. For example, if country USA
is set in the system settings, $CURRENCY_SYMBOL is replaced with the $ symbol, and
$CURRENCY_CODE is replaced with USD. Defaults are Price in $CURRENCY_SYMBOL or Total
in $CURRENCY_SYMBOL. You can change this in the settings.

Variables $CURRENCY_SYMBOL and $CURRENCY_CODE can also be used in the row
headings Total Net, VAT and Total Gross.

If setting Separate taxes is checked, the variable $TAX in the row heading of VAT (different taxes
separated) is replaced by the respective tax rate sums.



Text block

Here you can create a text block which you can insert into quotes and invoices.

Use number and name for easily locating the text block. Only the text of the block appears in the
offer or invoice.



What's new:

1.16:

Additional sums adjustable (useful when items are included with different tax rates): Sum of
all taxes, Compute net totals for each tax rate
Fixed bug that caused a crash when deleting quotes/invoices

1.15:

Fixed bug that caused a crash

1.14:

Own text modules can be added to quotations and invoices, e.g. shipping and payment
terms.
The columns quantity, unit and price can be hidden.
Improvements and bugfixes

1.13:

Layout enhancements
Now adjustable: column widths, distance from the top of the sheet, senders underscore.
Bugfixes

1.12:

Added optional column "position".
Cleaned up demo data.
Bugfixes

1.11:

Customers can now be synchronized with existing contacts. Address details, organization,
phone, fax and e-mail are transferred to the customer data and updated when opening a
customer. Individual fields can be excluded from synchronization, if necessary. Contact
data do not leave the device.
Quotes, invoices, customers and articles can be sorted according to various criteria, e.g. by
number, date, status, name, etc.
Bugfixes

1.10:

Quotes and invoices running over several pages are possible now. Texts and
quotation/invoice items are automatically wrapped. At the end of a page a subtotal is
printed, and on the following page, this sum as amount carried over. Letterhead, logo and



footer are displayed on every page.
Quotation/invoice items retain the order entered, and will no longer be re-sorted.
Fixed bugs that could cause crashes.

1.09:

When creating articles, also gross prices can be entered, which are converted into net
prices. Internally net prices are used.
A standard tax rate can be entered in the settings. This is used in new articles.
The number of decimal digits can be set separately for the sums of invoice items and for the
totals (net, VAT, gross). The individual prices are always output with all specified decimal
digits. If necessary, you can enter unit prices with 3 or 4 decimal digits. The sums of the
items can be output with the same accuracy or, like the totals, rounded to 2 decimal digits.
Fixes
If you have questions, problems or suggestions, please use the feedback function in the
app. Thank you!

1.08:

Sales tax (VAT) can be summed up separately for each tax rate, for example, for bills that
include items with normal and reduced tax rate.
Optional / automatic issue of a VAT rate column in the invoice / bid item in invoices /
offerings that include items with different tax rates.
Currency symbol / currency code of the preset country can be inserted automatically.

1.07:

A company logo or other graphics can be placed on created PDFs
Invoice item row and column headings customizable
Fixes
Translation updates

1.06:

Translation updates

1.05:

Initial release
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